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{iagounova.elena, katpronoza, svetlana.volskaya}@gmail.com Abstract. In this paper we describe the construction methodology of a networkof natural terms hierarchy on the base of the subject arrays of news texts . Theproposed method is illustrated using automatic processing of the full texts of thearticles about the Euromaidan events in Kiev .1 IntroductionConstructing a large domain�specific ontology is a challenging problem. The on�tology development process includes such a task as terms learning, but the problem ofeffective unsupervised terms learning is unsolved, and the problem of the links identi�fication and automatic network construction is also still open.Another important task is the formal estimation of the number of new topics in datastreams. Appearance of new topics naturally causes appearance of the series of termsmarking new themes. A linguist dealing with news texts has to know the specifics ofdifferent segments of media data streams. Particularly, sometimes one can correlateseparate news topics with the subjects of whole data flows using lexical features.In this paper we propose an approach to the construction of a terminological basisfor interrelated events, which are described in the messages of electronic media, andfor separate subjects of data flows for a certain time period. We also consider someprinciples of making a language network on the base of the selected terms. Correla�tion of unit message terminology with general subject terminology can be consideredas a formal criterion of event relevance to the considered subject area (sequence ofevents).The problems of events modeling and analyzing their perception by the informantshave been an object of many recent studies [0]. Unsupervised terms extraction task isalso widely addressed by the researchers. Terms extraction methods are either statis�tics�based (e.g., clustering [0]), or use fine�grained linguistic analysis (e.g., depend�ency parsing [0]). Some researchers also employ external sources of knowledge likeWikipedia or Wordnet [0]. Our method is statistics�based. It is fast and language in�dependent and does not demand any linguistic resources.



D. Lande, A. Snarskii, E. Yagunova, E. Pronoza, S. Volskaya1282 DataThe data for our research consists of news reports about the confrontation in Kievin 2013�2014, which was caused by so�called Euromaidan. We collected more than200 thousand of news reports from RuNet web sites during the period fromNovember2013 tillMarch 2014.First of all, it is necessary to choose a text corpus for the further analysis. To col�lect the data for our research, we use “InfoStream” – a system of content monitoring.To retrieve the news reports which are relevant to the subject area we make the fol�lowing request: (maydan|euromaidan) &( beat|disp ersal |s torm|berkut|molotov|titushk|was killed) & lang.RUS.The collected corpus consists of more than 200 thousand of news reports. On the baseof the corpus the dynamics of subject reports should be identified. The mode «Dy�namics of events» in the system of content monitoring «InfoStream» allows gettinginformation about the number of published articles which are relevant to the requestfor a certain time period. This information is presented in the form of a plot (seeFig. 1).
Fig. 1. Dynamics of the number of publications which are relevant to the requestThe time dynamics data is normalized for each day, and time series is built. Eachrelative frequency value in this series equals the ratio of the number of subject reportsper day to the number of all the reports per day. It allows us to ignore weekly perio�dicity in the number of subject reports.After we get the information about publications dynamics, the critical pointsshould be identified. These critical points are the local maxima of time series in thedynamics of publications [3].On the base of these results three dates were chosen (2013.11.30, 2014.01.22,2014.02.19) as critical points for the sequence of events under consideration.



Hierarchies of Terms on the Euromaidan Events 129After the critical points are selected, it is necessary to extract the main sequencesof subject reports which are relevant to the request for the necessary dates (see Fig. 2).It is also done via the system of content monitoring.

Fig. 2. Main subject concatenations for necessary dates3 Construction method of Network of Natural Term Hierarchy3.1 Extraction of Terms for OntologyFor the further analysis we build three corpora from the reports. Each corpus correÛsponds to one of the three found critical points; lexical features of each corpus are theobjects of monitoring.Preprocessing of these corpora includes division of text into fragments (separatereports, paragraphs, sentences, words, bigrams, and trigrams), deletion of analphaÛbetical symbols and cutting off inflections – stemming (this is an option).Then each term from the text (unigram, bigram or trigram) receives an estimationof its «discriminant power», represented by TFÛIDF. The preliminary technique deÛscription was published in [12].3.2 Construction of Terms HierarchyThe process of network constructing is based on using semantically important textelements. To identify these elements in the text one can use methods described in [0],[0] and [0]. An advantage of a network built on the base of important text elements,pivot words and words combinations is that such a network embraces separate knowlÛedge domains.Extracting of the terms for a network is done using the feature based on the disÛcriminant power of words.Nevertheless one should remember that this feature cannotguarantee high quality of ontology. Most frequent words from the chosen subjectarea, which have low discriminant power (for example, the words “Ukraine”, “MaiÛ



D. Lande, A. Snarskii, E. Yagunova, E. Pronoza, S. Volskaya130dan”, “Protest” in the news corpus about Euromaidan in Kiev) could be the most imÛportant ones for the network construction.The content of the corpora is the base of the future network. In this work we conÛsider a natural network.We call the network natural due to the fact that its construcÛtion does not include any special methods of semantic analysis (including part ofspeech tagging). All the relations in this network are determined by the positions ofthe words and word combinations, which are extracted from the texts of statisticallysignificant size. Terms hierarchy which is built completely automatically is the basefor the further automatic ontology construction with experts.In our work we propose a method of constructing terms hierarchy which includesthe construction of a compactified horizontal visibility graph (CHVG) and termsweights recalculation (for unigrams, bigrams and trigrams) [0].Language network is built in three stages using the CHVG algorithm.1. In the first stage nodes sequence is marked on the horizontal axis. Each nodecorresponds to the word in the order it appears in the text. On the vertical axis TFÛIDFweights are put. Vertical lines are drawn between these TFÛIDF values and their proÛjections on the xÛaxis.2. In the second stage a traditional horizontal visibility graph is built [0]. An edgeis drawn between every two nodes if these nodes are in “direct visibility”. “Directvisibility” of the nodes means that they can be connected by a horizontal line whichdoes not intersect any vertical line in the plot.3. In the third stage we merge the nodes with the same words. The edges of suchnodes are also merged. Such procedure is called graph compactification.Nodeweights are recalculated. TFÛIDF values are replaced with the corresponding nodedegrees in CHVG. Finally, the terms are sorted according to their new CHVG weightsin descending order. Stop words are excluded from further analysis. In this paper a listof stop words is formed using following webÛresources:https://code.google.com/p/stopÛwords/downloads/list,http://www.ranks.nl/stopwords/, http://www.textfixer.com/resources/commonÛenglishÛwords.txt.Experts estimate the size of the network (let us denote it by N). Then N unigrams,N bigrams and N trigrams with the largest CHVG weights are selected. The networkis constructed using the obtained terms. In this network nodes identify terms and linksrepresent partÛwhole relations between the terms. Fig. 3 presents an example of theterms hierarchy construction. Different geometric figures denote different words inFig. 3. Unigrams are grouped in the first column, while bigrams and trigrams are inthe second and third columns respectively. If a unigram belongs to some bigram, or abigram is a part of some trigram, an arrow is drawn between them (denoting a partÛwhole relation). The set of terms together with the links between them forms a threeÛlevelNaturalNetwork of Terms Hierarchy [0], [12].



Hierarchies of Terms on the Euromaidan Events 131

Fig. 3. Relations construction in a threeÛlevel hierarchy3.3 Visualization of Network of Natural Term HierarchyWe select topÛ20 Euromaidan terms (unigrams, bigrams and trigrams) with thelargest CHVG weights to visualize the network we build. These terms are presentedin Table 1.Table 1. Top�20 Euromaidan terms with the largest CHVG weightsUnigram Bigram Trigram/Ukraine/ /ViktorYanukovych/ /President Viktor Yanukovych//Kiev/ /Centre of Kiev/ / law enforcement officials//Power/ /Verkhovna Rada/ /Introduction of state ofemergency//State/ /GrushevskogoStreet/ /Batkivshina Arseniy Yatsenyuk//Yanukovych/ /President ofUkraine/ /Olympic Games Sochi//Maidan/ /Maidan NeTzavisimosti (Independence Square) / /Head of presidentialadministration//People/ /The party of regions/ /Theparty of regions fraction//Police/ T /Press centre/ /National resistance



D. Lande, A. Snarskii, E. Yagunova, E. Pronoza, S. Volskaya132Unigram Bigram Trigramheadquarters//Berkut/ /Arseniy Yatsenyuk/ /Holy Grace effect//Opposition/ /Mikhailovskaya Square/ /Maidan Nezalezhnosti Kiev //President/ /Opposition leadTers/ /Social network pages// YatTsenyuk/ /Euromaidandispersal/ /UDARVitali Klitschko//Ukrainian/ /Armisticeannouncement/ /Germany FranceUK//Euromaidan/ /Vitali Klitschko/ /Grushevskogo Street Kiev//Attack/ /MaidanNezalezhnosti / /Office ofthe party of regions//Act/ /Act of protest/ /Mikhailovskaya Square Kiev//Building/ /Right Sector/ /Military dispersal of Euromaidan//Activist/ /Firearms/ /Berkutthe internal troops//Ministry ofInternal Affairs/ /Lawmachinery/ /PremiereMykola Azarov//Square/ /Attack cleanup/ /Peacefulprotest act//Street/ /Attack of Maidan/ /Verkhovna Rada building//Grushevskogo/ /The internaltroops/ /Ukraine’s legitimate government//Leader/ /Use of force/ /Leader ofUDAR party/Finally when the terms hierarchy network is constructed, we visualize it usingGephi tool (https://gephi.org). To load the network into a database we represent it byan incidence matrix in “.csv” format.4 ResultsTo illustrate the final network we present a small fragment of 20 terms (20+20+20in total) in Fig. 4.It can be noticed that the words in large print ( / Kiev, / president,/ Maidan) in Fig. 4 are the topmost terms from Table 1. These words repre°sent the nodes with the highest weights. Unigram nodes are connected with bigramand trigram nodes, and bigram nodes are connected with trigram ones. Arc thicknessis proportional to the joint frequency of the terms (i.e., n°grams) it unites.
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Fig. 4. EuromaidanNaturalNetwork of Terms Hierarchy example (20+20+20)We should also consider a larger Euromaidan network fragment (200+200+200),which is presented in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 it can be seen that in spite of the large density ofthis fragment the terms “ ” / Kiev and “ ” / Maidan remain in large print.Meanwhile the unigram “ ” / President is replaced by the term “ ” /Berkut. It can be explained by the fact that the unigram “ ” / Berkut has higherweight than “ ” / President.After experimenting with networks of different sizes we deduced that node degreedistribution (for outgoing links only) follows power law ( ( )p k Ck ). It means thatsuch networks are scale°free (see Fig. 4). Power coefficient varies from 2.1 to 2.3for networks of different sizes (e.g., from 20+20+20 to 500+500+500) that in generalcomplies with LanguageNetworks structure [0].
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Fig. 5. Larger network fragment (200+200+200) visualized using GephiIt also turned out that according to the proposed algorithm one node can have 5 in°going links at most (for the network in our example, see Fig. 4). Single words (uni°grams) have 0 ingoing links, bigrams – 2 ingoing links at most and trigrams – 5 ingo°ing links at most (with 3 links inherited from each word of a trigram and other 2 in°herited from the two bigrams a trigram consists of). Top°20 nodes with the largestingoing degrees for the 200+200+200 network of natural terms hierarchy are pre°sented in Table 2.Table 2. Top°20 nodes with the largest ingoing degreeOutgoingdegree Node5 /Protest act participants/5 /Grushevskogo Street Kiev/5 ( ) /(President of) Ukraine ViktorYanukovych/5 /Military dispersal of Euromaidan/5 /Peaceful protest act/5 /Head of presidential administration/5 /The party of regions fraction/5 /Berkut special units/5 /Batkivshina Arseniy Yatsenyuk/4 /Ukrainian Presidential administration/4 /Verkhovna Rada building/4 /Buildings of the centre of Kiev/4 /Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine/4 /UDAR Vitali Klitschko/4 /Berkut officers/4 /Law machinery officers/4 /Military dispersal of meeting participants/4 /Political crisis Ukraine/4 /Use of force by the parties/4 T /Press centre of Ministry of Internal Affairs/



Hierarchies of Terms on the Euromaidan Events 135The nodes with the largest ingoing degree are also semantically the most importantones. They include the following word combinations: “ ”/Protest act participants/; “ ” /Grushevskogo Street Kiev/;“ ” /Military dispersal of Euromaidan/; “” /Peaceful protest act/; “ ” /Berkut spe°cial units/.CHVG values are calculated for single subjects as well, and the network is con°structed for them. In Fig. 6 three network examples are shown. Their interrelationnetwork is given in Fig. 7.Our assumptions regarding the importance of the selected events for network con°structing were confirmed during the experiments with informants. Each informantwas given a standard instruction: “Remember the recent events in the world. Writedown 10°15 words which are best to describe these events”. More than 40 informantswere questioned [11].In Table 3 the results of the experiments with informants are shown. In spite of thefact that the informants were not asked to describe the events in Ukraine, the majorityof them still speak about the Euromaidan events.Table 3. Significance of the selected events (results of public opinion poll)% Events . Informants under 30 ages % Events . Informants of 30 ages and older39 The joining of Crimea to the RusTsian Federation24 Disturbances in Maidan 58 Winter Olympic Games in Sochi (Russia), thejoining of Crimea to the Russian Federation18 Olympic Games in Sochi 40 Disturbances in Maidan33 Referendum in Crime23 Excellent results of the Russian team in WinterOlympic Games14 Excellent results of the Russianteam in the Winter Olympic Games,Referendum in Crimea, Sanctionsagainst Russia, Civil war in Ukraine 20 Civil war in Ukraine, Sanctions against Russia12 Murders of civilian residents inUkraine 13 Murders of civilian residents in Ukraine, War inthe East of Ukraine8 Beginning of combat operations inthe Donetsk republic, Escape ofYanukovich from the country 8 Escape of Yanukovich from the country, BeginTning of combat operations in the Donets republic,Revolution in Ukraine, Deceitful propaganda inRussian media, Little green men in Crimea, Crisisin UkraineIt is important to note that all the informants were divided into two groups accord°ing to their age. People of older age turn out to be quite critical while estimating theevents of Euromaidan. On the other hand, one can find a large number of appraisalwords in the answers of the younger group.To confirm that the keywords and word combinations which we got as terms dur°ing the process of network construction are really semantically important for ourtheme we conducted another experiment with informants. We asked them to definethe subject which these keywords can be connected with.



D. Lande, A. Snarskii, E. Yagunova, E. Pronoza, S. Volskaya136There were 7 informants in total and all of them were sure that these keywordswere extracted from the texts about the events of Euromaidan in Kiev.Such high level of agreement is caused by the high subject homogeneity of thecorpus which we chose to analyze. In fact, all the texts within the corpus describe thesame event.In Fig. 7 it is shown that a set of terms corresponds to each subject (a node identi°fied with a date). The terms which take place on several different dates can be seen inthe central part of the network while those which are more specific appear at the pe°riphery.

b

c
Fig. 6. Euromaidan network(20+20+20) (a – 2013.11.30, b –2014.01.22, c – 2014.02.19)



Hierarchies of Terms on the Euromaidan Events 137Central zone does not necessarily include all the terms from all the subjects – it isenough to include some portion of a subject’s terms, e.g., one half. The more termsthe central zone of a subject includes, the closer its content is to the main events trend,and the more relevant it is. In our example the “2014.01.22” node is the most relevantto the general events trend (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. Euromaidan terms interrelations for the three chosen datesWe also propose a linguistic criterion of subject relevance: the more terms of a pa°per are in the central zone of the term interrelation network the more relevant thissubject is to the general events theme. In other words, subject relevance is propor°tional to the number of its terms in the central zone of the term interrelation network.5 ConclusionAs a result of the research:an algorithm of constructing a network of natural terms hierarchy based on corpusanalysis is proposed;the algorithm is illustrated with the examples of a Euromaidan°related network;network of natural terms hierarchy appears to be scale°free while considering out°going links;
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